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The following arose out of' an unsuccessf'ul. attempt to answer the 
question 11111 there a map of the unit interval onto itself whose inverse 
lillli~ is hereditaril,1' indecomposable?"· This question naturally ie•ds to 
the broader problem of' determining what sort of continua may be ob~ined 
by taking the inverse limit of a single map on the unit interval. A very 
1.,1D11ted number of' answers to this problem will be found in Chapter IV, 
chief'q dealing with how to obtain indecomposable continua. Chapter V 
gives some examples to show wh1' Chapter IV contains very- little in the 
way of theorem.a characterizing the inverse limits by mean■ of reasonable 
propertiea of i. map. Some examples are also ginn of' continua which 1181' 
be obtained. 
A complete answer is given in Cbapter III to the quest1on·ot_wbat 
may be obtained as the inverse lillii of' a sequence of tunctions ou the 
t1nit interval. The answer is complete since it is.that eve17 compact 
chainable continuum may be 110 obtained, and only such continua may be ob-
tained. The question of' which compact chainable continuum one will get 
with a given sequence of' maps ia not answered. 
The study of inverse limits has developed in two principal direc.-
tions. The first direction is abstract homology theory, which i~ the 
source of the concept. Thia direction will not be considered. The 
second direction is apparently an outll"cnrtb of the first. It consists ·of' 
giving a:amples of' unusual continua conveniently generated as inverse 
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limits and the st~ or the properties used in generating the examples. 
One of the classical sets of examples ot iDdecomposable continua, 
the solenoids, are very nicely given as inverse lillits. R. D. J.nders011 
* and Gustave Choquet [l] have given an example ot a compact continuum con-
tained in the plane no two of whose non-degenerate subcontinua are homeo-
morphic. The construction was by- means of inverse limits. 
In connection with the general st~ of inverse limits, X. K. 
Fort, Jr., and Jack Segal [7] have given a necessary and sufficient con-
~tion that an inverse limit be locally connected. J. R. Isbell [9] has 
shown that an inverse limit on compact subsets of "K1 can be embedded in 
E2n. Eilenberg and Steenrod [6; Chapter X] stated a theorem which ap-
parently asserts that each compact space is an inverse limit on a sequence 
of compact triangulable spaces. 
The results listed above are those which are most closely connected 
with the problems considered here. There seems to have been little 87fJ-
tematic study' of inverse limits for their own sake • .Accessible informa-
tion is or a very :fragmentary nature. 
Some elements of the sty-le and notation to be followed should be 
mentioned, perhaps as a warning. Basic topological theorems and defini-
tione will be used without author reference and sometimes without specific 
assertion of the particular item being emplo;yed. All topological spaces 
considered are assumed to be metric and of diameter 1, if not otherwise 
specified. Much 01 the considerations to follow depend on the concept 
* The numbers which appear in brackets correspond to the numbers 
in the Bibliography at the end or this paper. 
and properties ot a product apace. ·ror a metric apace sequence 
(Xi_,~), (X2, d2}, ••• , the product nI1 will. alva79 be metrised b7 
the function D defined b7 
where x and 7 are points in di and ,c and 7k alvqs denote 
3 
the coordinates ot JC and 7 in ~. Thia metric is equivalent to the 
product topolo17. A concise discuaBion of product spaces and metric apacea 
can be found in Jrelle.,. [10]. The symbol nu:ra is used as an abbreviation 
tor the phrase •it and only' if'', generally' in definitions. The closure of 
a aet A will be denoted A-. The word •continuum11 means only' a closed 
I 
and connected set and if' compaotneaa ia wanted it will be stated in the 
phrase nc0Dlp8ct continuum.n The reader shoul,t'not &8811118 that ainoe aome 
proofs are given in great detail that all are so given, nor should he as-
sume that all the proofs are onq sketched upon reading some exceaaiveq 
concise remarks indicative of the outlines of a demonstration. 
a!AP'l'ERII 
BASIC PROPERrIES 
A sequence (Xi, t 1)., (X2., r2), ••• will be called an inverse 
limit sequence if'f each x1 is a topological space and each fi is a 
continuous transformation from Xi+l into Xi • If P is a property or 
topological spaces (maps), •n inverse limit sequence·will·be said to have 
or satisfy propert7 P iff each space {~p) in the sequence has propert7 P • 
... 
The word map, if used, will mean continuous transformation. i'he inverse 
~t of an inverse limit sequence (Xi, f1), (X2, f 2), ••• is the set of 
al1_ ~equencea (Xi., :z:2, ••• )· so that for each positive integer 1 , :z:i 
is in Xi an~_ fi(xi+l) is xi. The inverse limit is denoted 
l.im(Xi, fi) or more concisely as lim r1 , and is alw&711 considered as a 
subspace of the product apace of the Xi. If f is a up .frolll a apace 
X into itself the inverse limit or f is the inverse limit of the·••-
quence (Xi_, f 1), (.I2, r2), ••• where for each positive integer i , Xi 
is I and ri is r, and is denoted lim r. 
strictly speaking, one should distinguish between a topological 
space, and the set of points of the topological apace. Thia will not be 
done. For a sequence of spaces, the projection up from the product apace 
onto the le-th coordinate apace is alvqa denoted as Pk. If i and k. 
are positive integers and i is leas than k, .tik will denote the map 
trom ~ into x1 defined by' rik • t 1fi+l • • • rk-l • The identitT map 
from Xi_ onto Xi is denoted rii. A somewhat confusing propertJ" or 
this notation is that ri,i+l is ti. 
4 
In the theorems of' this chapter (Xi, f'i) alway-a denotes an in-
verse limit sequence. 
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Theorem l. If A !! ! subset ~ lim f'i, ~ k and m !!:! 
positive integers!!!:!! m greater~ k , ~ Pk(A) is rkm[Pm(A)] • 
Proof'. If JC is in Pk(A), there is a point 7 in A whose 
k-th coordinate is JC. The m-th coordinate of 7 1• neceasariq a 
point z so that fkm(z) is JC. That is, Pk(A) is a subset of' 
fkm(Pk(A)). Oonverseq, if z is in Pm(A), there is a point 7 in A 
so that the m-th coordinate of 7 is z. B;r definition, the k-th 
coordinate of y is f'km(z) , and so f'km(Pm(A)) is a subset of' Pk(A). 
Theorem 2. If' lim f'i exists!!!!! closed subset _2! ~ product 
apace,!?!~ Xi. 
Proof. Suppose 7 is in (lim fi)- but not in lim r1 • Since 7 
is not in 11m f'i there is a positive integer n so that rn(Pn+l(;y)) 
is not P n (7) • There are disjoint open subsets U and V of' Xn con-
taining Pn(7) and f'n(Pn+l(7)) respectiveq. Since fn is continuous, 
there is an open subset W of' Xn+l containing Pn+l(7) so that f'n(W) 
is contained in V. Let Z denote the open subset P -l(U) n P-1♦,(W) n n. 
of di. Since Z contains 7, Z must contain a point of 11m ri. 
But Pn+l(Z n 1im f'i) is contained in w and rn(Pn+l(Z n 1im fi)) 
• Pn(Z n lim f'i) is contained in V. But also Pn(Z n lim f'i) is con-
tained in U, contradicting the disjointness of U and V. 
Theorem 3. !! ~ ~ n , rn !! ~, ~ Pn(lim f'i) is 
Xn ~ ~ n. Converseg, g !2!: !!2!! n, Pn(lim fi) is In, 
~ ~ f'n !! ~- (The proof' is obvious.) 
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Theorem 4. !! 7 !! ! point ~ !!! ti !!!!! U !!, !!! S!!!! subset 
of !!;! ti containing y- , .:!!!! there!!,! positive integer p , !! !!!!! 
!!!: !!=! integer n greater ~ p there !! !!. ~ subset V !£ In 
containing Pn(7) !! ~ g z !! !!! !!! t 1 ~ Pn(z) !! !! V, 
~ z !! !!! U • (!!!!! !!, P~1 (V) n 11m ti !! !!! open subset !!. U 
containing 7 .) 
Proof. By the definition of the product topology, there is a posi-
tive integer p and a collection u1, ••• , UP or open sets so that tor 
each i, u1 c I 1 and so that 'Y' is in [lint tin ((nr.lui) )C 11;-p+lXi] 
c U. Pick n to be any integer greater than p. Since tin is con-
tinuous for i • 11 ••• , n and tin(Pn(y)) • Pi(7), tor each i .from. 1 
to p there is an open subset Vi of I containing P (7) so that 
p n n 
r 1n(Vi) c Ui. Define V • n v1 • Since projections are continuous 
. . ~l 
P~1(v) ~a an open subset ot the product space. Suppose z slim .fi and 
Pn(z) is in V. For each i .from 1 to p, Pi(z) • rin(Pn(z)) is 
;11 Ui , and so z is in U • Therefore P;1(V) n lim ti ia an open 
subset 0£ U containing 7. 
Theorem 5. ~ (Ii, ti) !! ! compact inverse lim1 t sequence, ~ 
inverse limit exists!!!!!!! compact. !! ,:!:!!! sequence!!, !!!2 connected, 
the inverse limit is connected. 
Proo£. For each positive integer n, denote as FD the trans-
.formation from n;.nxi into n;.1x1 defined b7 Fn(x) • (fln(xn), 
r2n(xn), ••• , fnn(xn), xn+l, ••• ) where x is (xn, xn+l, ••• ) • 
suppose U is an open subset of n;.1xi containing Fn(x). There is a 
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positive integer p > n and open subsets u1, ••• UP ot x1, ••• , XP 
respectively so that Fn(x) s (nf.1 Ui) .X n7•p+lXi c U • For each i 
.from 1 to n there is an open subset Vi of X containing x so 
D n D 
that fin(Vi) c Ui • Define V • i~lVi , and W • V )( (~-n+lUi) 
X ( n;-p+lxi). Clearly W is an open subset of 11;-nxi containing x 
so that Fn(W) c U. Therefore each Fn is continuous. 
For each n denote Mn• Fn(n7-nii). Since products of compact 
spaces are compact and the Fn are continuous, each 
x is in the domain of Fn+l, x • (xn+l' xn+2, ••• ) 
xn+l' ••• , ) , tl;lt,tl.) Fn(~•) •;~n+l (x) • So for each -fore ~-l ~ exists .and is compact. 
Mn is compact. If 
I 
and x • (tn(xn+l>, 
n , ~+l c Mn. There-
. . . CD 
suppose x c n;;.1 Mn. For arrr positive integer k, since x is 
in ~+l , Pk{x) • fk(Pk+l (x)) , and x 'is in lim r1 • Conversely', if 
x • (x1, x2, ••• ) is in lim ri, then for arrr positive integer k, 
x • Fk(x•) where x' • ( ~• ~+l' ••• ), and so x is in n;_1Mn • So 
11m ri is n;.11\i and exists and is compact. 
00 If each x1 is connected, then •i-nxi is connected and Mn is 
connected since the illage or a connected space under a continuous trans-
• formation. Then n;.1Mn • lim r1 is connected. 
It should be noted that Theorems 1, 2, .3 and 5 have been proved 
by Eilenberg and Steenrod [6] and also by Hocking and Young [8], and are 
noted in Capel LS]. An example given in the latter can be slightly al-
tered to show the use or Theorems .3 and S. Denote as X the non-negative 
integers with the usual topology and as r the homeomorphism .from X 
into X given by- .t(x) • x + 1 • For any positive integer x , 
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.r-1(x) • x - 1. lfote that a point z in an inverse limit alvqa has 
the property that Pn+l(z) is in r;1(Pn(z)) • SUppose :x: is in the 
inverse lillit oft, :x: • (x1, x2, ••• ) • The (x1+1)-st coordinate or 
-x 
x is .f' 1(Xi_) • O. But O has no preimage under f. So r has no 
inverse limit. 
An eaq application of Theorem 4 gives the following. 
Theore11 6. !! K !! ! closed subset .!! !!! r1 , !!!! f2!: !!=!! 
D , P (K) • X , then K • lim f1• D D -
Proof. Suppose y is in 11m. t 1 and U is an open set con-
taining y • There ia a positive integer n and an open subset V of 
X n 
u . 
so that it z is in 11m fi and Pn(z) is in V , then z is in 
Since P (K) • X , there is a point z of K so that Pn(z) is n n 
in V , and ■o there is a point of K in U • So y is a limit point 
of K, and since K is closed, y is in K. Therefore I is lim t 1 • 
The following theorem says apprm::imate]Jr that the same inTerse 
limit is obtained if' a subsequence of the inverse limit sequence is taken. 
This may be considered as a variation of Lemma 2-84 of [8] or of 
Theorem 2.11 of [5]. 
Theorem 7. Suppose (X1 , fi) !! !!! inverse limit sequence, 
!,!! (X1, .r1 ) exists!!!!! ~, n2, ••• !! !!! increasing sequence~ posi-
~ integers. !!!_!! !!! (Y1, gi) exists~!! homeomorphic~ 
lim (Xi, r1) where tor each i , Yi • X and g1 • fn n • - -- ni--:- ·11 i+l 
Proof. Denote as F the transformation from lim (X1, r1) de-
fined by F(x) • (xn, :x:n, ••• ) where x • (:x:1, x2, ••• ). Clearly- F 
l 2 
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is into lim(Yi., g1 ) ., and lim(Y1 ., gi) exists. If F(x) • F(y) ., then 
tor each poaitiTe integer i ., P (x) • P (y) • It k is a poaitiTe 
Di ni 
integer tllere is am integer i so that n1 > k., and then Pk(x) 
• rk n (Pn (x)) •tk n (P (y)) • Pk(y) ., and x • y • So F is 1-1 • 
'i 1 '1 ni 
Suppose x• • (x1•., x2•., ••• ) is in lim(Yi.,gi). If x • (r1Di(~•)., 
~2"Di(:;_'), ••• ., :;_' , rn1+l.,n2(x2•)., ••• ) clearly x is in lim(I1.,ri) 
and F(x) • x• • So F is onto. Suppose U is open in lim(Yi., gi) 
and F(x) is in U. There is a positive integer k > l and an open 
subset V ot 1c containing Pk(F(x)) so that a point z ot 
lim(Y1., 11) is in U it Pk(z) is in V • Define 
. 'ic-1 
W • [('ic Xi)_ ,c V X (n;-1\:+l .I1)] • Obviously Pk[F(W n lim(.I1.,r1))] 
c V and x is in W n lim(Xi., ri) • So F is continuoua. Suppose U 
is open in lim(Xi.,.f'i) and x is in U. B.r Theorem 4 there is a posi-
tive integer p so that for aD7 integer n greater than p there is 
an open subset V of X containing P (x) so that the open subset n n 
P;1[V] n lim(X1.,.r1) contains x and is contained in U. Choose n 
to be any- 'ic greater than p and V a set with the foregoing proper-
ties. Cl.early F(P~[V] fl lim(Xi., fi)) contains F(x) and is operi in 
lim(Y1., gi) since it is Pk1[V] n lim(Y1., gi). So F is 1-1 con-
tinuous and open, and is a homeomorphi•. 
There are several corollaries to this theorem. Corollary, yields 
an amuaing ex8111)le in Chapter V., that for any compact continuous curve T 
(Peano space) there is a map f from T onto T so that the iDTerse 
limit of f is a chainable indecomposable continuum. Since 8117 such 
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continuum can be embedded in the plane and '1' mq be or high dimension, 
this is not the expected thing. 
Corollarz: 8. Suppose (.Xi, r 1 ) !! !!! inverse li.111t sequence, 
!!!{.X1 ,ri) exists!!!!! n !! ! positive integer. .!!!!! !!!(Yi1 g1 ) 
exists !!!! !! homeomorphic ~ !!! (.X1 , .f'i) where Yi • .X(n-l)+i , 
gi • r(n-l)+i .for each i. 
Corollary 9. Suppose X !_!!!! Y !!:! topological spaces, :t !! ! 
map!:?! Y ~ X , !!!!! !!!! inverse limit~ tg exists. !!!!!! ~ !!!-
verse limit of gf exists~!! homeomorphic:!:!~ inverse limit!!!_ .f'g. 
Proofs. Coro~ 8 is obtained b7 considering the increasing 
sequence n, n + 11 n + 21 ... and appl1'1ng Theorem 7 directl.7. Corol-
lary 9 is obtained b7 considering (Xp fi) where Xi • X for i odd, 
Xi• Y for i even, fi • g for i odd and ri • f for i even. 
Taking the sequence 1, 3, 5, ••• , Theorem 7 gives lim (Xi, fi) is homeo-
morphic to lim gf. Taking the sequence 2, 4, 6, ••• Theorem 7 gives 
lim (Xi, r1 ) is homeomorphic to 1im fg • So 1im f g is homeomorphic 
to l:lm gf. 
For a map r of .X into X 1 r1 will denote f 1 and for n 
a positive integer, _r11+l denotes fr11 • 
Corollary 10. !! f !! ! map !'.!:2! .X ~ X 1 !!!!! f exists 
and n !! ! positive integer, ~ lim :r° exists!_!!!!!! homeomorphio 
to 11m f. 
Corollaey 10 is a simplified version of Corollary- 11. 
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Corollarz: 11. Suppose f !! ! map !!:2!! X ~ X , !!! r 
exists!!!! n1 , n2, ... !! ! sequence ~ positive integers, (~ neces-
sarily increaain1.) !!!!,! !,!! (Xi, t 1 ) exists !!!!! !! homeomorphic ::2 
n 
!!! t where xi • .I !2!: ,!!!:!! i ~ ri - t i • 
Proof. Consider the sequence 1, Di+ 1, n1 + n2 + 1, ••• and 
l.ill r. Cl.earq Theorem 7 applies and gives the desired result. 
Recall that a collection of open sets u1, ••• , Un in a metric 
space ia called a chain it Uk interseota Um it and onq it 
It _ ml. =: 1 • The maximmn diameter of the open sets making up a chain 
(if such ezista) is called the mesh of the chain • .A set M in a •tric 
apace is said to be chainable iff tor each positive real number d, 
there is a chain of mesh less than d so that every point of M is 
contained in some member of the chain. (Such a chain is said to cover X.) 
One ma:, refer to a paper b;y R.H. Bing, [3], and a paper b;y Lida 
K. Barrett [2] for some interesting results on chainable continua, and 
(eapecial]J") for references to other results. The .following shows that 
inverse limits on the unit interval are all chainable. This at least 
prohibits some pathological continua occurring, but not sufficient~ 
man:, so as to make the problem uninterestini. 
Theorem 12. !! (.Ii, fi) !! !!. ~ inverse J.illlit sequence !2 
!!!! !!2! .Ii !! compact~ chainable, .:!:!!!!! !!! (Xi, :ti) !! ohainable. 
Proof. The principal fact used in the proof is that a continuous 
tranatormation :f'rom a compact metric space into a metric space is uni-
forail.y continuous. Jlote that if u1, u2, ••• , Uk is a chain covering 
.In, P;1[Ui] n lim (Xi, :ti)• Ui' , i • 1, ••• , k is a collection of 
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open sets covering lilll (Xi., f i) and U 1' intersects U j' if and on]T 
if Pn[Ui'] intersects Pn[Uj'] ., hence if and only it Ui intersects 
Uj. But then u1•., ••• ., Uk' is a chain (or open subsets or 1im (Xi.,f1) 
covering l1ll (Xi., :ti) • 
SUppose s ia a positive number. There is a positive integer k 
so that 2-k is less than ( "/2) • Por each positiff integer i not 
greater than k., since :rik is uniformly' continuous., there is a positive 
number 61 so that if x and y are in Xk and \:(x., 7) < a1 ., then 
di (rik(x) ., fik(y)) < 2-k • There is a positive nlDllber ti less than the 
minimum or 6i_, ti2., ••• ., 5t. Since ~ is ohainable tbere ia a chain 
of mesh less than 6 covering Xk ., sq u1 ., ••• ., Un • Denote each set 
-1( of the form Pk 111) n lill ti as v1 • Then v1., ••• ., vn is a chain 
covering lia :ti. Suppose x and y- are in some Vi. Since 
~(Pk(x)., Pk(y)) < 6 ., we have 
( ) GD ( ( ) ( )) -i k -k -i GD -i -k -k D x,y • 1;i•ldi P1 x .,Pi y- 2 ~ Zi•l2 2 +ii•k+l2 < 2 +2 < e. 
The assumption that all the x1 have diameter not greater than 1 was 
used in the inequality d1(Pi(x).,P1(-,-)) 2-i ~ 2-i for i greater than 
k • So v1., ••• ., Vn is a chain of mesh less that s covering lim ri • 
The tollcnring obvious theorem and its oorollarT give that eftr;y 
compact space is the inverse limit or SOile inverse 11mit sequence. This 
is not ver;y useful since tlle apace 1:1sed is the apace to be duplicated., 
and we can obtain no information about the space to be duplicated by 
looking at the spaces in the iDYerse l.iJd.t sequence. In tact., one can 
easily show that if (Xi_, f'1), (x2, t 2 ), ••• is an inverse limit sequence 
13 
and each fi is an onto homeomorphim, th.en 11.m fi is topologic~ 
equivalent to Xi. 
Theorem 13. !! ~ r1 is 1-1 _!!!!! _!!!! fi exists, ~ !!!!: 
~ positive integer n , _!:!!! projection P n !!E! !!! r1 1-1 ,!!:! Xn • 
Corollarz 14. !! (Xi, .r1), (X2, .r2), • • • is a 1-1 ~ ~-
pact inverse limit sequence,~ 3:!! fi !! topologically equivalent 
to ~. 
Proof. - One onl.7 needs recall that a continuous 1-1 map on a com-
pact space is a homeomorphism, and th.ere.fore the continuous 1-1 onto 
transformation P1 from 11m. fi onto x1 is a homeomorphimn. Properq 
the homeomorphism. is P1111.m fi. 
CBAPTDIII 
.U IQUIVALDCI TBEORDI 
The con1truotin proof ot the principal theorn ot tld.1 chapter 
11 broken don in\o 1everal lema1. The t1r1t mq ■ea to be out ot 
place. Ronver, it 11••• condition■ under which one ooapaot ohainable 
contiau'IDII 11 h01Namorphic to another, and the condition■ ot the tµ-at 
1- 11111 be ued to ¢de tlle construction. Thia mq make tlle oon-
1vuot1n proce11 clearer tban it would have been, had the const.rv.ction 
been •d• without and it were lhon at the end that the oon■truotion ia 
adequate. 
In pneral a chain will 'be given a nae Which i1 a capital letter, 
po11ibl7 with 1ub1aript1, and its l1Dk1 will be denoted b7 the ••• 
letter not oapitali■ed, and with subscript•. The notation the chain 
C • o1, ••• , on v1l1 •an c1, ••• , on are d11tinct link■ ot tbe chain, 
and tbat tbe7 are in order. That is., oi inter■ecta c3 it and oftlT it 
Ii - 31 < 2 • 
A clla:111 0 w1U be 1114 to be 1-api-ead- itt it z and 7. are pot.at• 
ot non-adjacent link• ot C, then the distance f'rolll z to 7 i■ not 
lea■ tban I • A chain C w1l1 be ■aid to be spread it there i■ aaae 
poaitive n\111ber e ■o that c i■ &-apread. 
It each ot c1, c2, ••• and D1, n2, ••• is a ■equence ot chain■, 
c1, c2, ••• 1'111 be ■aid to be similar to n1, D2, ••• 1.tt each is a de-
orean.na 1eqmnee ot olt.ainl ■o that tor each po■itift intepr n 011 and 
14 
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Dn have the aa11e number ot links and it each of j and k is a posi-
tive integer so that Cn+l contains at least j links and On con-
tains at least k links, and on+l,j c cn,k, then there is a positive 
integer m ao that d +l j c d and Im - ti< 2. J. chain E ia .. n , n,m 
aaid to have meah less than the number t 1ft each link ot E is of 
diameter lesa than t. J. aequence E1, E2, ••• ot chains is said to 
be decreasing iff there is a sequence t 1, t 2, ••• ot real numbera with 
limit O ao that for each positive integer n, E has meah leas than n 
tn and the closure of each link of En+l is contained in some link 
of En. 
Lemma 1. Suppose ~ !£ M _!!!!! I !!. ! compact chainable ,22!-
tinuum !,!!!! !!:.!!. !£ c1 , c2, • • • ~ n1 , D2, • • • !! ! decreasing !!,-
9,uence !£ chains !2 ~ 
1. "J_, c2, ••• !! similar~ n1, n2, •••• 
2. !2!: !!2! positive integer n , 
J.. ~point_2! M !!~!2!!!!~!! Ck ~!!2point 
of N is in some link of D • 
- ----- n 
B. There!!! positive number 6n !2 :!:!!!! Dn !! 6n-
spread ,e Dn+l !!!! !!!9 l!!! ,:Y!e 8n/4 • 
C. ~ ~ ,2! en contains _!2! point !! M !!!!! ~ 
!!!!! !! Dn contains !2!! point!£ N • 
Then M !! homeomorphic~ N. 
Proof. First a function is defined from M into N. Suppose p 
is a point of M, and n is a positive integer. Define le b;y agree-np 
in1 that q is in K iff q is ill I and there are positiTe integers 
np 
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j and a ao that each ot j and a ia not greater than the number ot 
link■ in C , p ia in c .. , q ia in d and I • - j I < 3 • The n n~ na 
■et I conaista ot the points ot H in apprard.matel7 the am poai-. --- Dp 
~ion in Dn aa p ia in in en. Certa~nlT lnp alwqa uiat■ 'b7 con-
dition 2.C. It rill be ahnn that ln+l:p ia alwqa contained in lnp , 
and that I is ot diameter at moat 7 times the mesh ot D • Since ·- n~ n 
xn; ia_a closed subset ot N, then i;P ia compact, and n will han 
that 'Ip' Iii,, ... ia a nested sequence ot compact aeta whose diameters 
have 11mit O and therefore n• 1xn-p which ia n• 1 IC uista and ia n• -n• np 
a ainsJ.e point. The function t tr-. JII iato H i■ detined 'b7 
t(p) • 0:--111:1, . 
To prove tlae assertions about I , aote that it p is 1D c.,. 4 np ..., 
then p is not contained in a link ot en not aclJacent to cn.1 • So 
it p ia in cnj, ancl p ia in cnj'' and s 1a a positive integer 
not greater tua tile nUJlber of link■ ot en and I j 1 - • I < 3 , it 1a 
true that I j - 11 I ~ 3 since I .1 - j 1 I ~ 1 • So lnp is contained in 
the union of dn.1 ad the three links to eaoll aide of dnj, a ■et of 
diameter at moat 7 times the meu. ot DD • Bastated, I ia contained np 
in tlle union ot at most 7 consecutive links of D no more than three ot n 
which are on the ■aM aide ot dnj. Kmet auppoae that p ia in cn+l,k. 
There i■ a positive integer j ao that cn+l,k ia contained in cnj. 
Since the C-sequnce and the D-aequenoe are 1:lm:Uar, there is a posi-
tive integer k1 so that dn+l,j ia coatained in dn.,t• , and 
It - k' I ~ l • Becaue p 11 1D onk ., it Ir - ti < 3 , • ha"fe 'Ule 
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intersection of d and .If is contained in K • But i1' d is a u ~p ~ 
link of Dn adjacent to dnk' , then Ir - kl ~ Ir - k' I + I k' - kl < 3 
and so ~p contains the intersection of H and links o:t Dn either 
adjacent to dnk' or dnk' • Since Xn+l,p contains at most the inter-
section of N and dn+l,j and of three links to each side of <\i+l,j, 
and the mesh o:t Dn+l is less than 1/4 the width or the gap between 
non-adjacent links of D , then £our consecutive links of D 1 , one n n+ 
of which is dn+l,j have the property- that their union does not inter-
sect a link of D not adjacent to d k' and so K +, does not in-n n, n .,p 
tersect a link of Dn not adjacent to <\i,k' • Therefore 'ap contains 
t;;+l,p • 
It remains to be shown that f is 1-1, onto and continuous. 
Since M is compact, this will be sufficient to know that f is a homeo-
morphism of M onto lf. 
Suppose that p and q are different points of M. Choose an 
integer r so that Cr is of mesh less than l/1, the distance from p 
to q. There are integers j and k so that p is in crj and q 
is in erk • .Necessarily' lj - ti> 15. But Krp is contained in the 
union of at most 7 links of D , one of which is d j and K q r r r is 
contained in the union of 7 consecutive links of D one o:t which is r 
drk. Since jj - ti> 15, these two sets of 7 links contain no adja-
cent links and so Krp and Krq are disjoint. Since f(p) is in Krp 
and f(q) is in Krq , .f(p) is not .f(q) , and f is 1-1 • 
Suppose U is open and f(p) is in U • There is a positin number 
e so that the e-sphere about f(p) is cpntained in U. There is a 
positive integer r so that Dr has meah less than e/7. Choose j to be 
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any positive intepr so that p is in crj• If q is in crj then 
K is contained in the union of 7 consecutive links of D , one of 
~ r 
which is drj, and this set contains f(q) and is of diameter less 
than seven times a number greater than the mesh of D • This set also r 
contains f(p) and so f(p) is a distance less that 7(s/7) from 
f(q), or f(q) is in U. So f(M n crj) is contained in U and f 
is continuous. 
Since f is continuous and 1-1 on the compact set M, f(M) 
is compact and therefore closed. Suppose f is not onto. Then there 
is a point z in N not in f(M). Since f(M) is closed there is a 
positive number e so that the sphere about z of radius e does not 
intersect f(M). Again choose a positive integer r so that D has r 
mesh less than e; 7 • Let j be an integer so that z is in drj • 
There is a point p of M in crj by condition 2C. But as above in 
showing that f is continuous, f(crj n M) is contained in the e-
aphere about z, and in particular f(p) is within e of z, contrary 
to assumption. Therefore f is onto. 
•niis completes the proof of the first lemma. 
The second lemma is a restatement of Lemma 1 of [2], and will not 
be proved here. 
Lemma 2. ,!! M !!, !. compact chainable continuum, there is a 
decreasing sequence~ chains c1, c2, ••• !2 ~ ~ en is spread, 
!!!!! ~~~~positive integer n, !!.2!! point~ M is contained 
!!! ~ !!!!! .2! Cn ~ ~ ~ .2£ en contains ! point ~ M ~ ! 
link o! C l. 
-- n+ 
The next Lemma provides the constructive apparatus. 
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Lemma ). Sup1>ose E !!!2 F .!!:! chains containing m ~ n 
links reapectivelz !2 ~ !!.!!'! !!!!! 2.£. F contains ~ ~ 2.!, I !!! 
each link of E is contained in some link of F. Suppose further ~ 
n 1! greater !hi!! .3, 6 !!!S t ,m positive numbers sg Q .!! !!! ~-
ger greater .:Y!!!! 1 !.2 !:!l!! F !! 6-spread_,, E l!!!,_!!!2h 1:!!! ~ ,6/Q 
~ t/6 > 1/(Q - 1) , ~ V !! ! spread chain 2! n connected.~ 
subsets~ (0,1] which covers [0,l] so that V has mesh less than 2/n. - ·-·- - ------------.. 
~ ~ !! ! spread chain U of m connected open subsets !! (0,1] 
which covers [O, l] ,2! ~ !!!! ~ 2/m ~!continuous .function g 
from [O, l] into [0,l] ~ ~ .!.!!!, closure 2f :!?!!!_ g-image !?f ~ ~ 
of U is contained !!! ~ !!!!! !!!_ V ~ is 2f length less ~ t , !!:!! 
!!!!! ,2! V contains::!!,! closure 2f ~ 1mage ,2! _!2!! !!!!! ,2! U ~ ~ 
~ g g{uj) !! contained !E, Vk ~~!!~integer p !2 ~ 
•j !! contained~ fp ~ IP - kl < 2 • 
I. The chain U is constructed by choosing a number w less than 
l/(6m) and de.fining u1 to be [O, (1/m) + w)., u2 to be ((1/m) - w ., 
( 2/m) + w), .•• and 't1in to be ((•-1/m) - w, l] • Clearl.7 U is a chain 
or m connected open subsets or [0.,l] covering (0,1), U has mesh less 
than 2/m and is {1/.3m)-spread. There is also a positive number x so 
that V is x-spread and x is le~s than t;2 • 
n. Let k1 denote a positive integer so that e1 is contained 
in Denote as the sm~llest positive integer so that 
ej 
l 
is not contained in F 
diameter of ej and ej 
l l 
fk • Since 
1 
intersects 
there is only one integer 
is either ~ + l 
t 2 so that ej 
l 
or k1 - l. Denote 
is spread more than the 
in a point o.f 
is contained in 
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lei - ½_ as k2 • • Tiro caaea v1ll be considered: 
A. E1 ther ~' < 1 or k2' > n or tor 1 ~ 3 ~ 31 , • 3 ia not 
contained in .tk , • 
2 
B. There is an integer 31 ' with 1 ~ 31 ' < 31 110 that 
contained in r~, . 
'l'he second case ia that E runs over into the link of F on the other aide 
ot rki .from rk2 before running inside .tk2 , and leaving .tk:i,. The f'irat 
case ia tliat the seoond does not occur. Denote the endpoint ot vk:i, in Tk2 
aa b1 and the endpoint of vlei not iD v~ •• a1 • Denote the endpoint 
ot vk2 in vlti aa 8i' and the endpoint ot v k2 in vlei •• b1 ' , it 
v~, ia defined. lither a1 < b1 • < 81.' < bl or 8i > b1 • > a1• > bl • 
In either case, b1 ' - a1 ' > JC • Choose a nmaber ~ leas t1aan JC , 
I a1 - b1 'I/ 2 ancl I a1 1 - b1 I/ 2 but greater than O • 
In case A define '1 to be the function from [O, (3_1/m) + w] onto 
81.' + b 
2 1 • The following are true ot 11 • (1) 1:1. is continuou, 
(2}_ For 1 ~--j ~ 31 , <1i.<u3>_>- ia contained in vlti n vk2 and ia ot 
cH.a•ter O • (3) J'or each link fk or J' oontainiDg a l1nk e3 of E 
with 1 ~ j ~ 31 , vk contain■ the closure of the image of some liraJc u3, 
ot lJ 111th 1 ~ j' ~ 31 • (4) If' '1 ( u3) ia contained in vk tor 
l ~ j ~ .11 , then there 1• an integer p IIO that e3 c tp and Ip - ti < 2. 
(The integer k 111 either ~ or k2 , p • t 1 for 1 ~ 3 < 31 , and 
p • k2 .tor j • jl will do. ) 
Suppose in ca•• B 'fihat a1 < b1 ' < 8i' < b1 • Then defil'le 11 from 
[O, (~'1-1/m) + w] iDto vlci b7 11(0) • b1•- ~, !J_((1/m)+ w) • b1•- {lcl/2), 
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'1_((jl - 1/m) - w) • 8i' + ( xl/2) and '1_((jl/m) + w) • 8i' + ~ , and 
1]. ia linear on the intervals [O, (1/m) + w] , [ ( 1/m) + w, (jl - 1/11)-w] 
and [(jl-1/m) - w, (~'1/m) + w] • If' a1 > b1 • > 8i' > b1 , define 
11(0) • b1 • + ~ , g1(( 1/m) + w) • b1 • + (x1/2) , '1((31-l/■)-w)• 8]_'-(xl/2) 
and '1((jl/11) + w) • 8i' - ~, with the corresponding linearit7 on the 
intervals. M'~te that (1) 11 is continuous. Ci) '1,(~)-•[b1t-~,b1•-(xl/2)] 
!)r . [~1-'- + cXJ.12 >_, bl' + ~ L ia contained in V ~ I n V 1t'i and is of di~ter 
le■• tluan i/2 and '1 ( u.1:t )_- • [a11 + (xl/2 )_, 8i • + ~] or [a1 • - ~ , 
8i' - (zl/2)] is contained in vk n vk and is of dia■eter leas than t/2, 
. - 1 2 
ancl tor 1 ~ j ~ 31 , 1i<u3)- is contained in vki. Since 11 is linear 
on the interval [(1/m) + w , cJ1-1/m) - w] there is a number •1 80 that 
if r ia the length or a subinterval, then its &i-image is of leqth s1r. 
Bow [(1/m) + w , (31-1/m) - w] has lengtll (jl-2/m) - 2w ad its image luas 
length leas tban 1. So the inequality- ((jl-2/■) - 2w)s1 < l holcla. 
Since F is &-spread, the •ah of E is less than 6/Q and e,. 
"l 
and e 31, are in non-adjacent links of F , Q < 31 - J1 • ~ 31 - l • 
Then l < Q ~ 31-2 and so l/(J1 - 2) ~ 1/Q < l • Applying this to the 
1.nequality above and using 2w < l/3 m , and 1/Q < t./6 one sees tut 
1/Q> a1 (\;/ - ~) ~ -i(¼- 21r )> '"J.(¼ -ii) > ("113)(2/m) • 
So t;2 > 3/Q > a1 (2/m) • But U has •8h less than 2/m , and so the 
length of the illage 0£ uj for 1 < j < 31 is leas than t;2 + t;2 • t • 
(!he 1.inJc uj may be split up into a piece in [O, (1/m) +, w] or 
[(jl-1/m) - w , (jl/m) + w] and a pieoe in [(1/m) + w s( (31-l/m) - w].) 
(3) It a link rk of F contains a link ej of E with l ~ j ~ J1 , 
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then vk contain• the closure or the image of scae link u3, or 1J' with 
1 ::j•:: .11 , me• Jc ie either ki, t 2, or ~• • (4) Ir 1i<uj) is 
contained in vk tor 1:: 3 :: 31 , then t.bere 11 an integer p eo that 
ej c r and Ip - kl < 2 • · (Again, k is ki or ~ or ~ 1 ad ,P 
1 ~ j < 31 , then e3 c rki, and p • ki gives Ip - kl < 2 • It j 
i• 31 , then k is ~ or ~, e.1 c !'Jc ad p • k2 give• 
1 2 
IP - kl < 2 .) 
It probabl.7 should have been noted earlier that 31 arlats since 
n > 3 • In tact 31 < m • It could easiq happen that ~ ia 1 or 
m, in which ca•, Case .l appliea·since no •.1 is contained in tk2, 
because no such link or F arlsts. lfo use was made or vk , in con-
2 
structing Ii. in part A., and no clif'.ticulties arise. However, in the 
next part, m, the mstence ot a 32 is more worrillOllft. In either 
Case A. or CaN Ba .tunction ii has been conatructed ■atisf)ing the con-
ditions ot the conclusion for 1 .on the first .11 link• ot U. 
III. The n.t thing to do ia to consider as JUD7 as possible con-
secutive linlcs ot E in fk starting 111:t. e" • !'11ere are five ca•• 
2 "'l 
to be conaidered, to be from two •jor oases. 
A. For jl ~ j :: m , e" is contaiDed in 1'k • 
., 2 
I. There is an integer j l!io t.ut .11 < j and ej ia not COll-
tained 1n t~. 
CllooN .12 to be the lean nc1a intepr J • Denote a• k3 the 
integer ■o tut e 32 1• contained in tk • A.a in n, there 1• onJT one 
J 
au.cm integer antl it is eitlaer k2 + 1 or t 2 - 1 • Denote t 3 - t 2 as 
' 12 , and k2 - 12 as k3 • T!lree nbcase1 ot B may- be conaidered. 
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Bi· we have t 3 ia ~ and no link ej ot E., jl:; j:; 32 ., 
ia contained in fk , • 
3 
12• We have t 3 ia lei and tor aOM integer 321 11:1.th 
31~ 321 < j 2 ., e32 , ia contained in tk:3, • 
B3• We llave 11:3 ia not ~ • 
'l'we aubcaaes of Caae A will be considered. One cannot actualq 
occur in thia second step of the construction., but ita inclusion makes 
.further steps mcactly' the same aa the second. Recall that k2 is 1ti + i 1, 
and I ,_ I • 1 • The number ~ + 21i which we denote t 2 n ia so that 
I~• - ~I • 1. If .f'k • ia defined., tlaen it ia the link of 'J' adja-
2 
cent to tk2 but not t~ • Two thiDp could conceivabq happen. 
Case Ai• •o e,. tor J1 ~ j ~ m., is contained in .f'k n (or 
- " 2 
tlc 11 111 not defined.) 
2 
contained in .f'k n. 
2 
In Case Ai, define 12 to be the •P frail [O., l] into vlci so 
that 12 is '1 on [O., (31/m) + w] and so that '2 takes '1,({J:iJm) 
+ w., l] onto ii ((31/m) + v) . Clearl7 (1) 12 is continuous. (2) For 
'· 
31 + l < j ~ m., 12(u3)- i■ contained in vk. n vk and is ot diameter O. 
3 -i 2 J1+l c2(u3_ +l)- 1■ 11([(J1/m)-w ., ( 1/m) + w]) U a2([(JJ!•) + w., ( /m)+ w])., 
1 - / ( -which ia o~ diameter leas than t 2 + 0., and '2 uj+l> ia contained in 
~lei-~ !t2 • (3)_ For each link f'lc ot :r conta1ning a link ej of E 
11:1.tb J1 ~ j ~ m., vk contains the cloaure of t1le image of u3 • (S:l.nce 
k is eitlaer ~ or t 2.) (b.) It stCu.3) ia contained in vk for 
J1 ~ j ~ m., there is an integer p ao tut e3 is contained in :tp and 
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Ip - ti < 2 • We can invariabq choose p to be t 2 • 
In Case A2, denote the endpoint or vt in vk n as b1" and the end-
2 2 
point or vk n in .,.k as ■i•· Either a1 1 < b1 < a1• < b1° or a1 • > b1 
2 2 
>•a1• > b1°. Somewhat confurinll7,. the endpoints or v~ are a1 • and 
b1 • • Choose a positive n\lllbar x21 to that ~ 1 is leas than t/2 and 
lee■ than la1• - b1•1/2. Define the map 12 from [O, l] into [O, l] 
by g2 i■ '1 on [O, (j1/m) + w], g2((m-l/m) - w) ia 8in + (x2•/2) 
and '2(1) ia a111 + x2• if a1n < bl" , '2((m - 1/m) - w) ia 
81," - (x21/2) and '2(1) ia 81." - x2n it 81" > b1• , and g2 is linear 
on [(jJ!m) + w , (•-1/m) - w] and on [{m-l/m) - w, l] • Since ej l is 
1-
contained in .tk and e 4 n ia contailled in f't n, a link or F not ad-
1 ~2 2 
jacent to .tk:i,, there are ·at least Q links of E between e31_1 and 
•32• • 8o Q ~ 32• - <31 - 1) - 1 • 32• - 31 ~ m - jl. Since '2 ia 
liraear on [(jJ!m) + w, (Ill - 1/m) - w] there ia a mmbar •2 80 tllat 1t 
r ia the length of a subinterval. of [(jfm) + ., cm - 1/m - w] , then its 
12-imap is o.t length s2r. Since the whole interval ia of lan,th 
((m - J1 - 1)/m) - 2w and ita image has len,t.h leas than 1 , 
a2(((a - J1 - 1)/m) - 2w) < 1. 8:lDce Q - 1 ~ m - 31 - 1, and 
t/b > 1/(Q - 1) !:: 1/(m - 31 - 1) , then t/6 > a2((1/m) - 2w/(m - J1 - 1)) 
!:: a2((1/m) - 2w) > a2(2/(3m)) , and ao t/2 > s2(2/m). We han (1) g2 is 
continuous. (2) Por 31 + 1 < j < 11 - 1 , '2(u3)- ia o.t diameter leas 
than t/2 and ia contained in vk2 • The set 12(um)_- ia of diameter 
~•(2,henca of diaaeter leas than t/2 , and ia contained in vt n • The 
2 
set g2(u~+l>- is ('1,[{ji(m) - w, C1/m) + w] U 12[(jJm) + w, ((31+1)/m 
+ w]) and ia ~ diD8ter lesa tun tm nm o.t the length of 11 ( ~· )- and 
1-
2S 
a2(l/m) , which 1• lea• than t • S1m1lar~ 12(u._1 )- ia of diameter 
leas than t , and both '2(uj1+1 >_- and '2(~_1)- are contained in v~. 
( 3) For each link tk of F ao that .fk contains a link • j o.f I with 
31 ::: j ::: m , vk contains the closure ot the '2-imap of a link uj' of 
tr with J1 - 1 ::: j' ::: m , since k ia either :k'i• ~ or t 2n • (4) If 
g2(uj} is contained in vk for J1 ::: j::: a, t1len k ia either ~, t 2 
or k211 and p • k2 gives both that aj is contained in fp and 
Ip - kl < 2 • 
How to continue the construction, and finish it, when the cha1n E 
ends in a link of F baa now been shown. In both cases 'i and -'2 a 
function g2 was conatru,cted which f'ultilled all the conditions of the con-
clusion. The only' part of the conclusion which might be in doubt is that 
each link ot V contains the image of some link of lJ'. Arq link vk of 
V contains the illap ot some link of U since ft contaiD• soma e3 • 
Either 1 ~ j::: 31 or .11 ::: j::: 11. But one of tlle observations numbered 
(4) after the conatruoticm of 11 ad '2 applies, and vt contains the 
closure of the image of some l:1nlc of 11. 
Case Bi i■ that ~ is t 3 and no link of I is contained in 
tk, for 31 ::: j::: .12 • To duplicate tbi■ bella'rlor it i■ suff.l.cient to 
2 
map all the l1nJca uj of U with· .11 ::: j::: 32 into vki, n vk2 • Take 
12 to be 11 on [O, (jJ/m) + w] and so that 12 maps all of 
[ ( .1]/m) + w , ( .12/m) + v] ~to 11 ( ( jl/m) . + w). The required four pro-
perties hold for g2 • The atate•nta of theae properties can be obtained 
b7 replacing m with .12 in the atateaent of the reaul.tina propertiea in 
Caae 'i . 1'h• proofs are almost euctq identical. 
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Case B2 1.a that t 3 1.a ki and tor some illteger j 2 ' so tbat 
jl < j 2 ' < J2 , ej I is contained ill tk , • To duplicate tlli■, n shall 
2 3 
make the images run over into vk , and back into vlr.. n vk , which is 
3 J. 2 
vk n vk • Define a2 and b2 to be the endpoints ot vk in Tk , and 
3 2 2 3 
vk respectively-, a2• to be the endpoint of vk in vk and b2• to 
3 3 2 
be the endpoint ot vk , in vk • Either a2 < b2 ' < a2' < b2 or 
3 2 
a2 > b2 ' > a2' > b2 • Let x2 be a positin number leas than halt the over-
lap of each of vk and vk and vk and vk, , and also leas than t/2. 
2 3 3 3 
Bacall that ii ia 10 that g1((j1/m) + w) 1■ in vkin vk2 which ia 
vk n vk • We ohoo■e 12 to be the f'u:nction de.tined on [O, (j2/m) + w] 
2 3 
■o that g2 1■ '1. on [O, (j1/m) + w] , 12(((j21-l)/m) + w) is 
b21 - z 2 and '2((j2'/m) + w) 1■ b21 - ~ it a2 < b2• , 
g2(((j2• - 1)/m) + w) is b2• + x2 and '2((j21/m) + w) is b2' + ~ if 
a2 > b2 ' , g2((j/•) + w) is (a2' + b2)/2 , aad 12 1■ linear on the in-
tervals [(jJ!•) + w, ((j2• - 1)/m + w], [((j2• - 1)/m) + w, (j2•/•) + w] 
and [32 1/m)_ + w, (32 (■) + w] • Since e31_1 aad ej2 are oatailled in fki 
and ej , is contained in rlc , , 32' - 31 + l < Q and 32 - J2 ' < Q • 
2 3 
S1■1lar to the abGff one CUI show (1) '2 ia continuous. (2) :ror 
< < ( ,- ta jl _ j _ j 2 g2 uj is con ined ill vk and is of dialleter lea■ than t. 
2 
!foreover, '2(uj2'r is contained in vt,' n v~ and '2((ji•> + w) is 
in vk n vk • (3) tor each link fk of :r containing a link ej of I 
2 3 
with ji ~ j ~ j2 , there is an intepr j 1 so that 31 - 1 ~ j' ~ J2 and 
12(u3,,- is contained in vk. (J.pin k is either t 3, t 2 or t 3• and 
one may choose j' to be 31 - l, jl - 1 and 32 ' reapectiveq.) 
(4) If 12(u3)- is contained in vk for 31 ~ 3 ~ 32 , then there is an 
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integer p so tut e j ia contained in tp and Ip - k I < 2 • V. have 
. < k ia either t 3, ~ or t 3• , p • t 2 will do i.t .11 _ j < .12, and 
p. 1ti • t 3 w:l.11 do if' j is .12 • 
Caae '.B.3 ia that t 3 ia not t 1 , 1D nicla case t 3• is ~ ad 
will be ignored. 1he up 12 .from [O, C.1i•> + w] is de.fined ao that 
12 is Ii on [O, C.1i(•) + w] , '2(((.12 - l)/11) - w] is a2• + Cz/2) 
and g2((j/m) + w) ia a2• + z 2 if a2• < b2 , 12(((.12 - 1)/m) + w) 
is a2 1 - ~ and 12( tifin) + w) is a21 - z 2 if' a2 1 > b2, and 12 is 
linear on [(jfm) + w, ((.12-1)/m) + w] , and on [((.12-1)/m) + w, (jim)+ w]. 
A.gain .12 - .11 > Q and the .follcnring holds (1) 12 is continuous. 
(2) For .11 :: j :: .12 , '2(u3)- ia contained in vt2 and ia or length 
leas than t, and 12(u.1 )- ia contained in vr_ n vk • (3) For each 
1 7? .3 
l1nk rk of F containing a link •.1 or E with .11 :: .1:: .12 , there 
is an integer j 1 with J1 :: .1 1 :: .12 ao that 12(uj,)- is contained in 
vk. (h) It '2(uj)- 1a contained in vt for .11 :: j ~ .12 , then tllere 
1• an integer p ao tlaat e,. is contailaed in t md Ip - ti < 2 • ., p 
IV. Clear]T t.lae a'bcne process can be continued, if nece•Nl"T• 
Step m conatruted a function 12 so that '2 fuUW.s all the require-
ments tor the function g ot the concluicm on at least "118 first two 
links ~ U • If 12 does not llave d~1D [O,l], the mxt constructive 
step woµld involve .first seeing if' all the links ej ot E with .12 ~ j 
~ m are contained i.D rt • It ao, preoiael;r tJae ■- procedure as in 
3 
Case Ai or Case J.2 of m could be follond. If not, then a precise 
analogue ot Case Bi_ , CaN B2 or Case 13 wo'lll.d hold. • .function 13 
could then be constructed so that l.3 i■ a azten■ion ot 12 , 13 is 
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~ontinuous, ad g) f'u1fill.a the properties ot g tor at least one more 
link ot U than 12 does. 
Thia completes the demonstration of Luma 3. 
The first three le11111as UJ" be described in a heuristic fashion. The 
proof of the tbeore• of this chapter involves imitating a sequence of chains 
which oharacteriu a chainable continuum with a sequence of continuous tune-
tions on [O,l]. The illitation will be faithtul enough so tut the inverse 
lillit of the sequence ot .tunotions is h0lll90Jllorphic to the original chainable 
continuum. The first lemaa gives a standard of accuracy tor the imitation to 
follow. The second lemma asserts there is a sequence of chains of a nice 
enough nature "characterizing" the continuUJ1 which we will see are oC>llf'ortabq 
imitable. The third lama says the imitation 'IU7 be made so as to satis.f)r 
ma117 conditions if the chains satisfy a f'n condition■• 
The follcnring two le-..s continue the process. The fourth mereq 
gives that the imitation, atill to be put together out ot the pieces provided 
b7 the lemmas, satistieJ one more of the criteria of adequacy of the first 
1..... The tifth lama is rea~ inessential, but aaya the imitation to be 
constructed 11&7be chosen to be of a 1ROre pleasing nature. 
and -
Lem 4. Suppose r1, t 2 , • .. !! .!!! inverse limit sequence .2! [O,l] 
u1, u2, ... !! ! sequence ,2! chains!£ .2!! subsets!! [O, 1] !!!!! 
covering [O, 1] !!. ~ !2!: !!! esitive integers n !! un,j !!, ! ~ 
of tr , then tllere is a link u +, k of lf +l so that r ( 11:11., tf ·is con.-- n - -- - - - n ., - n - - n ., - -
tained !!! un,j • ~ ~ ,!!2!! positive integer n , !! llzi,j ,!! ! ~ !! 
Un , there _is _a point p in lim fi so tbat .P (p) ia in u 4 • - - - - - n - - D1.J 
Proo.t. Recall that in the proo.t or 1heorem S or Chapter I, when 
given a compact inverse limit sequence (Xi, r 1 ) then .a sequence of con-
tinuoua functions r1 , F 2, • • • was constructed. Each F 1 was defined 
from .;.1X:k: into .;_1 X:k: by F1(x) • (t111(x1),r211{x1), ••• , £111(x1 ), 
xi+l , ••• ) where (x1 , xi+l' ••• ) was a point or n;».1 ~ • The func-
tion• had the properties that the range ot each Fi contained the range of 
Fi+l' and that the intersection ot the ranges of all the F1 exiated and 
was 11m f 1 • 
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In this case each Xi is [O ,1]. suppose unj is a link of Un • 
By hypothesis there is a sequence u u ot links of n+l.,311 n+2.,j21 ••• 
Un+l' Un+2, • • • so that rn(un+l.,j1 )- is contained in '\ij and for each 
positive integer i., r +~(u +i+l j )- is contained in u +~ j • For 
n • n ., i+l n ., i 
each positive integer i., rn+i(un+i+l,ji+l)- is compact and so 
fn+i (un+i+l.,ji+l)- is compact and so tn+i (un+i+l.,ji+l)- ~ ·n;•n+i+l (Xie) 
is compact and its image under Fn+i 
be .fn+i (un+i+l.,ji+l,- :X n;».n+i+llic 
is there.fore compact. Define D to 
i 
for each positive integer i. Clearly 
.for each 1 ., F n+i (Di) contains F n+i +l (Di +l) and P n (F n+i (Di)) is con-
tained in unj • Since each Fn+i {Di) is compact n;:_1 Fn+k(Dk) exists., 
is compact., is a subset or 1ill ri and Pn(~.1Fn+k(Dk)) is contained in 
u ., and the lemma is proved. nj 
Lemma,. SupPose r 1., r 2., ... !! ! sequence~ continuous functions 
!!:2! [O., l] ~ (0., l] !!_!! !!! ti !! !2,!-d.epnerate. ~there!!.! 
sequence Ii' g2., ... ~ continuoua .tunotions £!:!! [O., l] ~ [O., l] 
!2 ~ !!!! r1 !! homeomorphic ~ !!! 11 • 
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Proof. For each po■itin illteger n de.tine a and b to be tile 
D D 
left and right endpoints of the poaaibly degenerate interYBl.., n;.11n,n+i [0.,1]. 
ror each po■itin illteger i, fn.,n+i is continuous and so fn.,n+i[O,l] 1■ 
a cmpact ■ubcontinuum of [0.,1]. Xoreaver since tn,n+i+l[O.,l] is 
fn.,n+i(fn+i[O.,l])., fn.,n+i+l[O,l] is contained in fn.,n+i[O,l] and the in-
tersection of a neated Nquence of ooapact continua is a compact continuum., 
GO 
ni•lrn,n+i[O.,l] mat■ and is a au'bcoatinuum of [O,l]. So it is proper to 
call n;.11n.,n+i [O,l] b7 the name [._, b11] it~ allow degenerate intervals. 
It is also true that f 11(n;.1tn+l,n+l+i[O,l]) is contained in 
n;.lrn(fn+l.,n+i+l[O.,l]) wllich i■ n;.2rn.,n+i[o;1] and is contained in 
[an,bn] , since f +.·" [O.,l] contains t +2[0.,1]. For each poaiti.n inte-n.,n ~ n.,n 
pr n , fn[an+l' bn+ll is contained in [an, bn]. Suppose p i8 in 
[an, bn] but not in fn[an+l' bn+ll • How r;1(p) ia closed and 80 compact, 
and does not illteraect [an+l' bn+l] • Since for each i., fn+l,n+l+i[O.,l] 
is compact, it must be there i■ a poaitin integer j 80 that fn+l,n+l+j[0.,1] 
does not intersect r;1(p) or n;.1 (fn+l.,n+i+l [O.,l] n r;1(p) would mciat 
and be contained in r;1 (p) n C•n+l' bn+ll which doe■ not ui■t. But then 
fnfn+l,n+l+j[O.,l] does not contain p and doea contain [an., bn] since it 
is rn,n+l+j[O,l]. A contradiction baa been produced, and so we know for each 
n ., fn[an+l'bn+ll ia [an.,bn]. Sllppoae p 1a in 11m r 1 • For all posi-
tive integer■ n ad i , tn,n+i(Pn+i(p)) 1a Pn(p) and ao Pn(p) -~sin 
.tn,n+i [O,l]. That ia., Pn(p) is in · [an,bn] • The obvious thing to do is 
cut each fn down to [an., bn]. 
For each positive inte-r define tn* to be f I [a b ] where n I " de-~- n n' n ' · 
notes reatriction. Clear]¥ lim(.:r:,[an.,bri]) ia ~ t 11., since if' pis in~ f 8 , 
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then Pn(p) is in [a0 ,bn] for each n and r:(Pn+l(p))•fn(Pn+l(p)• Pn(p) and p 
* is in lim( f , [ a , b ] ) • The containment in the other direction is even n n n 
more obvious. 
Since lim fn is non-degenerate, there is an integer r so that 
[ar, br] is non-degenerate and necessarilJr for k > r, [ak, bk] is non-
degenerate. For each positive integer k not less than r define Tk 
by- Tk(x) • (x - ak)/(bk - ak) . Each Tk ia a linear homeomorphism from 
[ak, bk] onto [O, l]. For each integer k not less than r de.tine gk 
* -1 to be Tk fk Tk+l. The inverse limit of the sequence ~, ~+l ••• is 
* by- Theorem 7 or Chapter I, the inverse limit of the sequence Tr, fr, 
T-l T r* T-l T r* etc But this is the inverse limit of r+l' r+l' r+l' r+2, rt2' r+2' • 
* * * fr, fr+l' fr+2, ••• , which is the inverse limit of f 1, .r2, •••• Each it 
is from [O, 1] onto [O,l] , since gk[O,l] • Tkf:[ak+l' bk+l] • Tk[ak,bk] 
• [O,l] and so lim f 1 is 11m g1 and the lemma is proved. 
Theorem. ! compac1; continuum M !! chainable g !!!2 ~ !,! homeo-
morphic~~ inverse limit .2! !. sequence .2f continuous functions !!:2! 
(0, 1] ~ [O, l] • Moreover, M is !. ~-degenerate compact chainable 
continuum,!!! there!!,!. sequence .2f continuous !'unctions~ [O,l] ~ 
[O,l] whose inverse limit !! homeomorphic ~ M • 
Proof. The "moreover" is a direct and simple consequence of Lemma 5 
and the first part of the theorem. Lemma 5 and Theorems 5 and 12 of Chap-
ter II give immediately- that each inverse limit of a sequence of maps on 
[O,l] is a chainable compact continuum, with the obvious observation that a 
point is ohainable. 
It remains to be shown that if 11 is a compact chainable continuum, 
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then !I is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of a seque11oe of tunctiona on 
[O.,l]. If M is degenerate., then 11 is homeomorphic to the inverse limit 
o.t the function g de.tined b7 g{x) • O .tor x in [O,l]. The inTerse 
l.illit of g is the point (o.,o.,o., ••• ). Suppoae 11 is non-degenerate. 
B;y __ Lelllll18 2 there is a decreasing sequence c1 ., c2., • • • o.t spread chain■ so 
that for each positive integer n., each point of M ia contained in some 
link of en., and each link of en contains some link or Cn+l and a point 
or M. 
Since M is non-degenerate., there ia a poaitive integer ~ ao that 
C contains more than .tour links. Let r1 denote the number of links in nl 
C"Di., 8i_ a positive nUlllbera so that c:111 is 61-apread., t 1 denote the 
naber 1/2 and Q1 denote a117 integer greater than 4 so that 'ti/16 is 
greater that 1/(~ - 1). Since c1, c2., ••• is decreasing there is an in-
teger n2 greater than Di so that cn2 haa mesa leas than 6:1./~. Let 
u1 be arrr spread cliain of r1 connected open subsets of [O.,l] ccn-ering 
[O.,l] which is or mesh leas than 2/r1 • Let r 2 denote the number or 
links in O • B;y Lemma .3 there is a spread cllain u2 of r 2 connected 
~ . 
open subsets o.t (0.,1] covering [0.,1] which has •sh less than 2/r2 and 
there is a continuous .tlmction g1 from [O,l] into [O.,l] ao that the 
closure of the ~-image o.t each link o.t u2 is contained in some link or 
u1 and is of length less than ~., each liDk of u1 contains the closure 
or the ~-image of some link or u2 and so tllat if' 1iC~j) is contained 
in ~ , then there is an integer p so that c~.,j is contained in 
c and Ip - ti< 2 • 11i,P 
Suppoae this process has been continued tor • - 1 steps iD the 
manner described below. An increasing sequence 11i, n2, ••• nm or positive 
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illtegers and a sequence of integers rl' r 2, ••• , rm each greater than 4 
cn1 contains r 1 links and ri is exists so that for l ~ i ~ m, 
greater than 2i+l. A sequence 6i_, 62, ~ •• , 6m ot positive numbers 
exists so that for 1 ~ j ~ m, C is B.-spread and for l ~ j ~ m - 1, 
nj J 
C is of mesh less than 6j/4. A sequence u1, ••• , U or spread nj+l m 
chains or connected open subsets or [O,l] covering [O,l] exists so that 
for 1 ~ j ~ m, U j centains r j links and is of mesh less than 2/r j • A 
sequence g1 , g2, ••• , iui-l of continuous functions from [O,l] into 
[O,l] exists so that for 1 ~ j ~ m - 1, the closure or the gj-image of 
each link of Uj+l is contained in some link of Uj and each link of Uj 
contains the closure of the gj-image of some link of Uj+r :Moreover, for 
any two points x and yin a link of Uj, lgij{x) - gij{y)I < 2-j where 
i < j ~ m and gij denotes gi gi+l ••• gj-l. Note that Uj is of 
mesh less than 2-j for l ~ j ~ m since of mesh less than 2/r j and 
r > 2j+l 
j - • 
Now gim is continuous for i < m and so uniforml7 continuous. 
Clearly- there is a positive number t so that if I x - yj < t , then m m 
I gi {JC) - gi {y)I < 2-m-3; and so that t is less than 2-m-l • Choose an m m m 
integer ~ greater than 1 so that tm/6 > 1/{~ - 1) • Choose an in-
teger nm+l greater than 
6m/~ and is less 6m/4 , 
n so that.the mesh of C is less than 
m I\n+l 2 
and C has more than 2m+ links. Denote 
nm+l 
the number of links of C as r +l. By Lemma 3 there is a continuous 
1\n+l m 
function 'm from [O,l] illto [O,l] and a spread chain Um+l of rm+l 
connected open subsets of [O.,l] covering [O,l] so that Um+l has mesh 
-m-1 { less than 2 which is more than 2 times the reciprocal of the number 
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ot links in en ) , the closure ot the 1ui-1mage of each liDk of u , is 
~ ~ 
contained in some link of U and is of len..+" less than t. each link ot m e- m' · 
Um contains the im_-image or some link ot Um+l and so that it s.n<um+l.,j) 
is contained in 1-\n k then there is a positive integer p so that c " 
, n 1'" is contained in cl\n,P and I k - Pl < 2 • m+ 
By induction the above process can be continued tor all positive 
integers. Let n1 denote On for eaoh positive integer i • Therefore 
i 
there azista a decreasing sequence Di• D2, ••• of spread chains so tbat 
for each positiTe integer i, each point of JII is in some liDk of Di 
and each link of Di c011tains a point of JII. There ia a sequence 
5:t., 82, ••• of positive numbers so that for each positive integer i, 
D1 is 81 spread and Di+l has mesh leas than 6:1.;4 • There is a se-
quence u1, tr2, ••• of spread chains of connected open.subsets ot [O,l] 
covering [O,l] so that each u1 baa the same number of link• as Di. 
There is a sequence 11, 12, ••• of continuous functions f'rom. [O,l] into 
[0,1] so that each Ui has mesh less than 2-1 so that for any two 
points x and y of a link of u1 , fgji(x) - gj1(y)I < 2-i for all j 
less than i and so that tb.e closure of the 1i-imap of each link of 
Ui+l is contained in some link o:r u1 • each 11.Dk: o:r u1 contai.na the 
closure of the g1-image of some link of Ui+l ad so that it g1(ui+l,j) 
is contained in u1,k there is a positive integer p so that di+l,j 
is contained in di,p and Ip - ti < 2 • 
Let T denote the inverse l.illlit of 11, g2, •••• Let v1 denote 
the chain of open subsets of T covering T whose links are 
(nu X •~•2 [O,l]) n T , (~2 X n;.2[0,1]) n T , etc. 'lor integers j 
greater than 1 let Vj denote the chain of open subsets 0£ T covering 
T whose links are (xf:~ [O,l] )( ujl X ~-j+l[0,11) AT, 
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(ni:i[O.,l] ><. uj2 X n;•j+l[O.,l]) n T., etc. Each of the links or each Vj 
exists and contains a point or T by Lemma 4. Suppose vjk is a link 
or Vj. Let x and y denote any two points of vjk. Since x and 
y are in T ., and Pix) and P iy) are in ujk ., the distance from 
:x: to y is 
i~-1IP1{x) - Pi(y)l2-i ~ ~r:~lgij(Pj(x)) - gij(P.,(y))l2-i 
+ IPj(x) - Pj{y)l + ~7-j+l2-i 
~ 2_.,ir:i 2-1 + 2_., + 2_., < 3(2_.,,. 
For any link vj+l.,i of Vj+l, there is a link uj,k of Uj 80 that 
gj{uj+l,i)- is contained in ujk. Since vj+l.,i • gjPj+l(vj+l.,i)., and 
since uj+l.,i :> Pj+l{vj+l,i) we have vj+l:i c vjk • So v1, v2 is a 
decreasing sequence of chains. Obviously., by the construction., v1, v2., ••• 
is similar to n1., n2., ••• and by- Lemma 1, T is homeomorphic to Ji!. 
This completes the proot of the theorem. 
CHAPTER IV 
SO.ME THEO.RDIS OK DECctfPOSABILl"l'Y 
Thia chapter is principally concerned with a fn theorems that 
sa;ywhen the inverse lillit of a single .function on [O,l] ia indecca-
l)Oll&ble. _J. continuum is said :to be indecomposable if.tit is not the 
un~o~ o.t two proper subcontinua. It is well-~own that a non-degenerate 
compact continumn is indecomposable 1.t.t it contains three points between 
each pair o.t whioh it is irreducible. That is a non-degenerate compact 
continut1111 :M ia indecomposable i.t.t it contains three points a, b, and 
c so that no proper subcontinuum o.t JI contains more than one of a, 
b, and c. 
The first theorem gives t.hat continuGUs functions from (0,1] 
into [O,l] of a particularq simple type have very- decomposable inTerse 
limits, which are in .tact area. An arc IUl7 be defined as a non-degenerate 
compact •trizable continu'IJll with at most two non-cut pointa. J. standard 
theorem is that a COJIP&Ct continuum. is an arc Ut it is homeomorphic to 
the unit interval (with the usual topology.) J. much stronger form. of the 
first theorem '1187 be found in Capel [S]. 
Theorem 1. If .r is a monotone continuous function froll [O,l] - - - --------- -------- -
onto - (0,1], ,:!:!!!!! !!!!! :f _!! !!! !!:!· 
Proof. It will be assumed that f is non-decreasing. If r were 
non-increasing, then r2 is non-decreasing and the inverse limit of f 
is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of a non-decreasing function b;y 
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Corollary 10 or Chapter II. 
Since r is onto, its inverse limit is non-degenerate. Since r 
is onto and non-decreasing, r(o) • o and f(l) • 1. So (o,o, ••• ) 
a~d (1,1, ••• ) are points of the inverse limit or r. Suppose p is a 
point or the inTerse limit or r so that for some positive integer n, 
P (p) is not O and is not 1 • For each integer m greater than n , n . 
P (p) is neither O nor 1. Define A to be (lim r) n P -1((0,P (p))) -m -~ m m 
and Bm to be (lim f) n P;1((Pm(p),l]) for each integer m greater than 
n • Define A to be U:-n+lAm and B to be U:-n+lBm • Each or A and 
B is an open subset or lim r. Suppose q is in lim f and q is not 
p • For some positive intepr j , Pip) is not Piq) , and j can be 
chosen larger than n • It Pip) < P iq) , then q is in Aj • It 
P/p) < P/q) , then q is in Bj • So lim f - p is .A. U B • Suppose 
q is a point in A and q is a point in B • For some integer j 
greater than n , Piq) > P/p) , and for some integer k greater than 
n , Pk(q) < Pk(p) • It j is greater than k , then f(P /P)) 
~ f(Pj(q)) and Pj_1(p) ~ Pj_1(q), fPj_1(p) ~ fPj_1(q) and Pj_2(p) 
~ Pj_2(q), etc., since r is non-decreasing. But then also Pk(p) 
~ Pk(q) contr81"7 to assumption. J. sillilar argument suffices if j is 
leas than k. Therefore A and B do not intersect, and p separates 
11m .f • 
It has been ahovn that each point of lim r other than (o,o, ••• ) 
and (1,1, ••• ) separates 11m r, and lim f is an arc. 
A simple U:BlllPle shows that this onto condition of the first theo-
rem cannot easily be dispensed with, and requiring r simply- to haTe 
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a non-degenerate range is not su.tficient. Let r be the function froll 
[O.,l] into [0.,1) defined by- f(x) • (x/2) + (1/4) • A simple computa-
tion shows r-n(x) • 2nx - 2n-l + 1/2 , and the cml.7' nmnber with enough 
prebtagea in [O.,l] 1a 1/2. That is., the inverse 11mit of r is 
(l/2, 1/2, l/2., ••• ). 
The first theorem may- be considered as a slight strengthening of 
~ ~~ct that an onto hOMomorphiam has an inverse limit homeomorphic to 
its_ domain, __ since an onto_ monotone map is nalmost" _a home0111orphiSJ11.. '!'be 
above example also shows that into homeomorphisms do not share this pro-
perty-. 
The second theorem gives a simple condition which implies the in-
verse limit is indecomposable. An example in Chapter V shows this ia not 
a necessary and sufficient condition. 
Theorem 2. Suppose g !! ! continuous function f'rom [ 0, l] ~ 
[O., l] and there are numbers a, b., and c so that a< b < c and either ------- - -- -
g(a) • g(c) • 1 ~ g(b) • 0 !!: g(a) • g(c) • 0 _!!!!! 1(b) • 1. !!!!! 
!!! inverse limit!! g !!. indecomposable. 
Proof. Sappose that g(a) • g(c) • O and g(b) • 1. Since g is 
continuous there are numbers d and e with a~ d < b < e < c so that 
g(d) • d and g(e) • e. Since d < b and g(b) • 1, there ia a number 
h ao. that d < h < b and g(h) • b , and since b < e < c and g(b) • 1, 
there is a number k so that b ~ k < e and g(k) • c. Kaw 12(11) • 1 
and g2(k) • O and h < k so there is a number r so that h < r < k 
2 · 2 2 
and g (i') •:t. We have now that g [d.,t] contains [d.,:f'] and g (h)., 
which is 1 •· So g2[d.,t] contains [d, l] • ilao g2g2[d.,i'] contains 
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[d,l] and g2t which is O, and so 14[d,t] • [O,l] • 81.mil.arl.7 
g4[r,e] and g4[d,e] are (0,1] • 
Tile inverse limit ot 14 is homeomorphic to the inverse limit or 
g • Also 14 leaves the three nmnbers d, e and r tixed and so 
4 (d,d,d, ••• ), (e,e,e, ••• ) and (t,t,t, ••• ) are points ot 11m g • 
Suppose T is a aubcontinuum ot 11.m , 4 containing (d,d,d, ••• ) and 
(e,e,e, ••• ). Since T is connected and for each positiTe integer n, 
Pn+l is continuoua, Pn+l(T) contains [d,e] . But gl;,n+l(T) • Pn(T) 
b;y Theorem 1 ot Chapter n, so tor each positive integer n , P (T) n 
• [ O,l] • B.r Theorem 6 ot Chapter II, T is lim 14 , and so lim , 4 is 
irreducible from (d,d,d, ••• ) to (e,e,e, ••• ). Similarly' 11m 14 is 
irreducible from (d,d,d, ••• ) to (t,t,t, ••• ) and from (e,e,e, ••• ) 
to (t ,t ,t, ... ) and lim 14 - ia indecomposable. 
Suppose instead that g(a) • g(c) • 1 and g(b) • O. Then since 
g is continuoua, there are numbers r, a and t and u, v and w so 
that a ~ r < s < t ~ b ~ u < v < w ~ c so that g(r) • g(w) .• c, g(a) 
~ g(v) •band g(t) • g(u) •a. Then s < u< v and g2(s) • g2(v) • O 
2 2 and g (u) •land b;y the ·above argument the inTerae l.ill1t or g ia indecoa-
posable. But since the inverse limit of g2 is homeomorphic to the inTerse 
limit ot g, the iJ:lverse llmit of g is indecOllposable,and the theorem is proved. 
Actuall7 Theorem 2 is a special case ot ··Theore■ .3, but its proot is 
enough ditterent to uke it interesting in itselt. The proof of Theorem .3 
depends on so■e concepts and theorems of which the author first read in a 
-·· . 
paper of Lida K. Barrett [2]. The essential concepts used here are of a 
defining sequence and ot a chain looping in aother. It JI is a cbainable 
oontin~um, a sequence c1 , c2, ••• ot chains is aaicl to be a de.fining 
11equence tor If i.tt c1 , c2, ••• is a decreasing sequence ot spread 
chains so that tor each positive integer n, each point of' M is con-
tained in some lint of en and each link ot CD contains some point or 
If __ and a link ot Cn+l. A chain C is said to loop in a chain D 1ft 
each linlc of' C is contained in some link ot D and there is a subchain 
c• ot C so that either the first and last links ot c• are contained 
in the first link or D and some link of a• is contained in the last 
lint of D or the first and last links of C' are contained in t.he last 
11nk ot D and some link or C' is contained in the first link of D. 
Theorem 2 of' [2] mq be restated as follows: !! If !! .!! indecomposable 
compact continuum. !!!!! c1 , c2, • • • !! ! defining sequence ,!2!: If , ~ 
~ !!!:!! positive integer n there !! !!! integer i greater .!!.!!! n !2 .:!:!!!! 
c1 loops,!!! en. Converselz !! there !! ! de.fining sequence c1 , c2, ... 
_for!!! compact chainable continuum. If .!2 ~~~positive integer 
n there !! !!! integer i greater ~ n !2 .:!:!!! Ci loops ~ CD , 
then If !! indecomposable. 
Analogously-, if' t is a function from [O,l] into [O,l] and e 
is a positive number, f is said to e-loop iff' there are numbers a, b 
and c with a< b < c so that either lf'(a) - ll < & , lt(c) - lJ < s 
and (.f(b) - ol < e or lt(a) - ol < e, lt(c) - ol < e and 
f.r(b) -11 < e. So a function e-loopa it it follows the behavior of the 
function ot Theorem 2 to within & • An analope to tlle theorem quoted 
above is immediate, and the proof is onlT sketched. 
Theorem J. It f' is a eon'tinuoua function trOJR [O,l] onto [011], - ----------- -
!'!!! inverse limit !! .r !! indecomposable !! ~ ~ _!! £!!: !.!!!>- positive 
number e there!!! positive integer n .!2 ~ ~ s-loops. 
Proof. Suppose lim f is indecomposable, and e is a positive 
number. By- methods similar to those used before, a defining sequence of 
chains can be produced for lim f by taking a sequence of chains u1, 
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tJ2, ••• each covering [O,l] , and this ca~ be arranged so that u1 has 
mesh leas than e. Now since for some integer n + 1 the chain resulting 
from Un+l loops in the chain resulting .from u1 , we have integers i, j, 
and k with i < j < k so that either rn(un+l,i) U fn(un+l,k) c "'J.,l and 
fn(un+l,j) is contained in the last link of u1 , or fn(un+l,{) U r11(un+l,k) 
is contained in the last link of u1 and fn(un+l,j) c "'J.,l. Choosing 
points a, b and c so that a is in un+l,i , b is in '\i+l,j and c 
is in un+l,k it is clear that rn &-loops. 
Conversely if for each positive number e, there is a positive in-
teger n so that ~ e-loopa we can construct a defining sequence v1, 
v2, • • • for lim t so that for each positive integer n , Vn+l loops in 
Vn, in an obvious way. 
l!orton Brown [3] has proved a theorem similar to this, which shows 
that a property much like e-looping is necessary and sufficient for an in-
verse limit sequence to have an herec:litarily indecomposable inverse limit. 
Ria theorem ia concerned with much more general inverse limit sequences, 
although the condition on the mapa is necessarilT somewhat more restrictive. 
The following gives another condition under which an inverse limit 
is decomposable, and it is a simple corollary to Theorem 3 that the inverse 
limit o:t f is decomposable. 
Theorem 4. Suppose f .!! ! continuows function !!:2!!! [O,l] ~ 
[ O,l] ~ there is a nmn'ber b ~ ~ 0 < b < 1 ,!!!!! f(b) • b , 
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f[O,b] • [O.,b] and f[b.,l] • [b.,l]. Then the inverse limit of r is - __ ........, ______ _ 
decomposable., ~ f !! !!!! union ~ !!!(fl [O.,b]) _!!!!! ~(rl [b.,11) and 
these proper subcontinua !£ !!! f intersect !!! ~ .2!! point. 
Proof. Since tl[O.,b] is a continuous function from [O.,b] onto 
[O.,b] ., lim(tl [O.,b]) is a compact continuum and s:tm:llarly' lim(tl [b.,l]) 
is a compact continuum. suppose p is in lint f. Either Pn(p) • b for 
all n., or for some n., Pn(p) is in [O.,b) or for some n., Pn(p) is 
in (b.,l] • It for some n Pn(P) is in [O., b)., then for m less than 
n., Pm(p) • rn-m(Pn(p)) • (tl[O.,b])n-m(Pn(P)) and Pm(p) is in [O.,b] • 
Clearly' also it cannot be that for some m greater than n., Pm(p) is 
in [b.,l] or Pn(p) would have to be in [b.,l] ., and so p is in 
lim(tl[O.,b]). It for some n., Pn(p) is in (b.,l] ., we see s:lmilarl.7 
that p is in lill(f'l[b.,l]). 8o lim(.tl[O.,b]) U lim(tf [b.,l]). No point 
with first coordinate O is in l.m(tl [b.,l]) and no point with first co-
ordinate 1 is in lim(f'l[O.,b]). So lim(tl[O,b]) and lim(tl[b,l]) 
are proper su.bcontinua of' lim f' whose union is lim f'., lim f' is de-
composable, and clearly' lim(tl[O,b]) n lilll(tl [b,l]) is (b.,b.,b., ••• ). 
The next theorem is used mainly' in some of' the examples of' Chap-
ter V. A topological ray is a continuum homeOlllorphic to the non-negative 
real numbers with the usual topology. A non-degenerate connected set is 
a topological ray if'f' separable, locally' compact and it has one non-cut 
point so that each other point separates it into two connected sets. 
Theorem 5. sumse r1 ., r 2., .. • !! ! sequence !! continuous ~-
tions !!:2!!! [O.,l] !!!!2 [0.,1] ~-~ sequence g1 .,g2., ... !! continuous~-
tions ~ (0.,1] ~ [O.,l] ~ .!2 !!!!,! ~ .!!2! positive integer n _., 
~ is linear on - -
4_, 
[O, 1/4] !!!!! [1/4,1/2] ~ ~ x ,!!! [1/2,1] , 1zi(x) • (1/2).tn(2x-l)+ l/2. 
!!!!. !:!;! '1 !! _!!!! union 2£ ! topological .!:!l R _!!!! ! oontinuU11 lll .!2 
!!!!! R !!!!! M ,m disjoint, !!!!!!, point !! M !! ! limit point !! R 
e! M !! .homeomorphic !2 ~ ri • 
Proof. Let R denote the set of point■ of l.ill 11 with soae co-
ordinate les1 than l/2. Let M denote the ■et ot points ot 11m '1 
with all coordinates greater than or equal to 1/2. Clearly RUM is 
lia '1 and R and M are disjoint. De.tine T from [011] onto [l/2,1] 
b7 T(z) • x/2 + 1/2 • Clearl.T T-l is 1-1 trom [1/2 11] onto [011] 
and i■ so that ,-1(x) i1 al1ra7s 2x - l. Then 1zil[l/2,l] is 
TfnT-l, and the inverse l.illlit of 111 [l/211], 121(1/211] 1 ••• is homeo-
morphic to lia f'n by- Theorem 7 ot Chapter I. (The explicit proof is 
aim lar to the proof ot Lemma S of Clbapter III. ) But this continuum is M 
and so M is homeomorphic to l.ill ti. 
Row we define a relation < on R • We shall sq that p < q itt 
tor 1ome positive integer n I P n(p) < Pn(q) < 1/1 , where here < is the 
normal order 011 the real numbers. Observe that it p is 1n R and 
Pn(p) < 1/2 , then P11+1(p) • (1/4)Pn(p), Pn+l(p) • (1/16)Pn(p), etc. 
:ror ~11 integers m greater than n, P11(p) is (l/4)m-npn(p), and a co-
ordinate ot a point ot R which is in [O,l/2] completely determilles the 
point. So it p and q are in R there is a positive integer n 
10 that both P11(p) and P11(q) are in [O,l/2), and < is defined tor 
all paira p and q in R. Cl.earq also < 11 transitive and anti-
renm.ve. 
The next tbin& to show is that it p < q tor p and q in R, 
then [p,q] is an arc, where [p,q] clenotea the ■et of all poirata :x ot 
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R so that p ~ x: ~ q. Choose a positive integer n ao that both 
P (p) and P (q) are less than 1/2. Clearq [p.,q] ccmaists ot tile 
n n 
points r or lim '1 ao that Pn(p) ~ Pn(r) ~ Pn(q) and the tunct.l.on 
S from [Pn(p), Pn(q)], defined b,- S(x:) ia the unique point of lilt g1 
whose n-th coordinate ia x:, is 1-1 and continuous and onto [p,q], and 
so [p,q] is an arc. 
There.fore R is arcnd■e connected and connected. Since R is an 
open aubset or 11m '1, R ia ■eparable and locally- compact. It is alao 
true that R - (o,o,o, ••• ) is arcwise connected b;y the preceding argu-
•nt and so (o,o, ••• ) is a non-cut point or R. For p in R not 
(o,o,o, ••• ), for q and r leas than p, there ia an arc of points 
leaa than p containing q and r and ao the set of points less than p 
is connected. S1m1larl7 the set or pointa of R greater than p is con-
nected. Choosing an integer n so that P n (p) < l/2 , we have R - p ia 
(Rn P;1[o,Pn(p))) U (Rn P;1(Pn(p),l]) n1oh are disjoint open subsets 
of R and so p separates R • There.fore R ia a topological ray-. 
Suppose x is a point of K, and U is an open subset of 11m 11 
containing :ic. B;r Theorem 4 of Chapter II there is a pol9itive·integer 
n and an open aubaet V of [O,l] ao that P~1(V) n lim gi contains 
x: and ia contained in U. By the wq 'n was cona~cted there ia a 
nllllber a in [0,1/4] ao that 1uC•) • P11(z). The unique point y of 
R so that P11+1(:r) • s has the propert7 that P11(;y) • Pn(z) and ao y 
ia in U, since Pn{;y) is in V. So R ia den■e in 11m gi. 
This complete■ the proot ot Theorem 5. 
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A theorem of R.H. Bing [3] is that each compact chainable con-
tinuum can be embedded in the plane. There is a hereditari:cy- indecompos-
able compact non-degenerate chainable continua which by the theorem of 
Chapter m can be represented aa the inverse 11:ad.t o:t a sequence of oon-
~inu.oua £unctions from [O,l] onto (011] , :t1 , :t2, • • • • By- the pre-
ceding theorem there ia a chainable continuum which i■ the union or such 
an hereditarily indecomposable continu1lll and a rq dense in it.. Embedding 
tb.111 in the plane, we obtain a very- wild topological ray-, one whose set or 
l.imit points not in itself' ia an hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
From acne of the preceding comments, the following is clear. 
Corollarf 6. !! M !! ! chainable compact continuum, there !!, ! 
compact chainable continuum which !! !!!! union !:?!_ ! topological !!l R ,!!!!! 
a continuum X' homeomorphic ~ X !2 ~ X' !!!!_ R !!:!. disjoint !!!!! 
R is dense in 111 • 
CHAPTER V 
SCME EXAMPLES 
The .first example ab.ova tbat the cOllffrae ot Theorem lot Chap-
ter IV does not hold. 
1:1:ample l. There ia a continuoua function .from [O.,l] onto [0.,1] 
which is not monotone and whose inverse limit is an arc. 
De.fine g on [O.,l] by g(O) • 0 g(l/2) • 1/4., g(7/12) • 1/2 
g(B/12) • l/li. , g(.3/4) • l/2 g(l) • 1 and g ia linear on the inter-
vals [o., l/2], [l/2, 7/12], [7/12., 8/12]., [8/12., .3/4] and on [3/4.,1] • 
The .function g is continuous and not monotone. Note that for x in 
(]/2.,l] ., g-1(x) ia degenerate and ia in (.3/4,l] • If a point ot liJn g 
baa a coordinate 1n (l/2,l] ., then all further coordinates are in (3/4.,1] 
and thq are a ll.Ollotone non-decreasing sequence. SUppose x is 1/2. 
Then , -1(x) consists of 7 /12 and 3/4 ., and the preilllages of 7 /12 
and 3/4 are in (3/4,1] • So it a point of 11m g has n-th coordinate 
1/2 the (n + 2)-cordinate is 1n (3/4,l] and all further coordinate• 
form a monotone increasing sequence. Suppose x 1• in (l/4,1/2). 'l'l:lere 
are three g-preimages of x., all in (l/2.,1], and so the g-pnimages of 
the g-preimapa are in (.3/4.,1]. The g-preimagea of l/4 are l/2 and 
7 /12 ., and we have seen that the g-preimages o:t the g-preimages of 1/2 
and 7/12 are in (.3/4,1] • On [O., 1/2) , g(x) • z/2 and for x in 
[O., l/4) ., g-1(:x:) • 2z • For x in (O., l/4) there ia a positive in-
teger m 80 that '1/2 > ,;a~ l/4 ., ,-•ex) is in [l/4,1/2) . But then 
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it a point of 11m I haa a coordinate in (O, l/4) it eventualq baa a 
coordinate in [l/4, l/2) and we have juat aeen that it a point ot 11m g 
haa a coordinate in [l/4, l/2] it baa a coordinate in (l/k, l] • In BUJ11-
ma17, it has been sh.on tut every point other tban (o, o, o, ..• ) haa a 
coordinate in (3/4, l] • Moreover since ,-1 is 1-1 trom (J/4,1] into 
(3/4,1] , for each positive integer n and nUlllber x 1n· (3/4,l] , there 
ia only- one point p ot lim g ao that Pn(p) • x. U p is a point ot 
11m g, and p is not (o, o, ••• ) or (1, l, ••• ) then there ia a positive 
integer n so that Pn(p) ia in (3/4, 1) and lim g - p 
• (l.im g n P;1[o, Pn(p))) U (l.im g n P;1(Pn(p),l]) which are separated 
aeta. Therefore l.im g is a compact continuum in a •trio apace with at 
moat two non-cut points and is an arc. 
The second eumple ah.on that there is a .tonction f from [O.,l] 
onto [O.,l] whose inverse lill1.t is indeoompoaable and so that there are no 
numbers a, b and c 'Iii.th a< b < c ao that eitb.er r(a) • f'(c) • O 
and f(b) • 1 or f(b) • O and f(a) • t(c) • 1. That ia., the converse 
or Theorem 2 ot Chapter IV does not hold. 
Bumple 2. There is a continuous .function g froa [O, l] onto 
[O, l] whose ilaftrN liJd.t is i.Ddeoomposable ao that ,-1(0) • 0 ud 
1 . 
,- (1) • 1. Define I on [0,1] b7 g(O) • 0, g(l/3) • l/4, 
g • 0'19) • 3/4 , g(5/9) • l/4 , g{2/l) • 3/4 &Dd g{l) • l , and g is 
linear on [O, l/3), [l/3, i./9], [lv'9, s1,1, [S/9, 2/3] and [2/3,l] • 
-1c -1,-m.earIT g ia continuous aad g O) • 0 , g 1) • 1 • A little 
thought will shaw that tor all x in [O,l], g{l-x) • 1 - g{x) • On 
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[O., 1/.3] ., g(x) • 3/4 x ., and so for any positive integer n ., gn(x) 
• (3/4)nx for x in [O., 1/3]. If' e is a positive number there is 
a positive integer n so that (3/4)n < e. Since g(l - x) • l - g(x)., 
then g2(1 - x) • g(l - g{x)) • 1 - g2(x) and clearly for any positive 
integer n ., gn(l - x) • l - gn(x) • Now g(S/9) • 1/4 and so 
gn+l{S/9) • (3/4)n(1/4) < c • Al.so g{b/9) • 3/4 ., and gn+l(b/9) • gn(.3/4) 
• gn{ 1 - 1/4) • ·1 - (3/4)n(1/4) • Moreover gn+l{O) • 0 • So we have 
I gn+l(O) - ol -. 0 < e ., I gn+l(li/9) - ll • I {3/4)n(1/4)1 < e and 
I gn+l( .S/9) - ol • I ( 3/4t(1/4) I < c ., and ,n+l &-loops. Since for each 
positive ntlllber e there is a positive integer n so that gn+l e-loops., 
b7 Theorem .3 of Chapter IV, the inverse limit of' g is indecomposable. 
It is by no means necessary that a function with the properties 
stated in Eumple 2 need have such an obvious up and down character. In 
fact., there is a continuous g from [O., l] onto [O., l] whose inverse 
limit is indec01BpOsable so that for each x in [ o., l] g(x) ~ x • This 
is neither surprising enough nor instructive enough to warrant its 
inclusion. 
The nut is an example of' a continuum which can be obtained as the 
inverse limit of' a single :tanction. 
Eumple ). J. continuous function from [O.,l] onto [O.,l] whose 
inverse limit is a topological 11Sin(1/x)" curve. 
For each n let 6 be the identit7 map o:r [O,l] onto (0.,1]. n 
Using the procedure or Theorem S of Chapter IV we have that the inverse 
limit of g1 ., g2., ••• where for each n ixi(O) • O., 1u(l/4) • 1., 
1n(l/2) • 1/2., 8n(l) = 1 and ixi is linear on [O., 1/4] , [1/4, 1/2] and 
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[1/2.,l] i• t.he union or a topologl.cal rq and an arc disjoint f'rom the 
rq so that the ra7 is dens~ in the arc. Each "n ia '1 and so this 
is t.he inverse limit or a single function. A. "S:i.a(l/x)• curve is also 
the union ot an arc and a ra7 of this form. lJ'nfortunatel.7 this is not 
. - -· 
~n~ugh information to know that t.he inverse limit of '1 is a •Sin(l/x)" 
curve. The actual verification would be verr tedious and 11111 not be 
done here. 
If f is a monotone non-decreasing function from [O., l] into 
[O.,l] , then f., t 2, t 3, ••• converge pointwise to a continuous function., 
whose graph is an arc. If f is onto, then the inverse limit of f is 
an arc. Consider t.he function g o:t Example 1. The grap'lls of g., g2., 
g3, ••• conftrge to the set ot all points (x.,y) with x and 7 ill 
[O.,l] and either 7 • 0 or x • l. Thia set is also an are, and the 
inverse l.init of g is an arc. Consider the fanction '1 of kample ). 
2 3 The graphs of g1 , g1 ., '1., ... have a sequential l.illiting set which 
is a po~l •S1n(1/x)" curve ill the upper half of the unit square 
with an arc trailing off along the l0118r left-band edge of the unit square. 
These and same other t.hillgs of the same sort make it seat.hat there must 
be a definite connection. between convergence or t.he graphs or a function 
and its inverse limit. Ho speci.tic conjecture is offered. 
The next example is an Ul118tration o:t the case with which aome ex-
urples of continua with specified properties JU7be obtained as inverse 
lillits and also of a continuum which ea be obtained as the iDTerse lill:l.t 
of a single function. It is essentiall7 just an iteration of the procedure 
of Theorem 5 ot Chapter IV. 
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!58!fle 4. A oontinulDll witJa OJib' two topological.q dif'feren" mm-
degenerate aubcontinua, one of which is an arc, and which is the md.on of 
a ray dense in the continuum and a homeomorphic image of the oomtiaua 
disjoint from the ray. 
Define a map f .from [O, l/2] onto [O,l] b;y f(O) • O, 
f(l/h) • l, f(l/2) • l/2 and f is linear on [O, l/4] and [l/4,1/2]. 
Define the map T boom [O.,l] onto [l/2.,l] b;r T(x) • (Jr/2) + (l/2) • 
The map T is 1-1 and maps [O, 1/2] onto [l/2, .3/4] • Define g 
b;r g • f on [O, 1/2], g • TfT-l on [l/2,3/4], g • T2:r.r-2 • TgT-l 
on [ 3/4, 7 /8] ., and in general, g is TnfT-n on [1 - 2-n, 1 - 2-n-l], 
and g(l) • l • Bssential.17, the graph of g is formed b;y taking the 
graph of f , squeezing down to half' its height and width, ahifting up 1/2 
and over onto [l/2, .3/4), then squeezing r don to 1/4 its height 
and width, shitting up .3/4 and over onto [.3/4, 7/6], etc. Ve have that 
T-l is given b;y T-1(:x) • 2x: - 1, and so ,-1(1 - 2-n) • 2 - 2-n+l - 1 
. ~ ~c ~ • 1 - 2 for all positive integers n. Morec,ver T 1 - 2 ) 
• l - 2° • 0, ,-n+l(l-2-n) • 1 - 2-l • l/2 and Tnt(O) • Tn(O) 
• Tn-l(l/2) • ~-lf'(l/2) and so g is well defined on points of the 
form 1 - 2-n. A little renection shows f11[0,l] • [l - 2-n,l] and 
ao it is always tru.e that g[1•2-n, 1 - 2-n-l] is contained in [1-2-n,l]. 
Since g is piecewise linear on [O,l) and by the preceding remark the 
. 
limit of g at 1 (from the left) is 1 , g is continuous. 
llote DOW that TgT-l Oil [l/2, 1] is g on [l/2,l] , and so 
11m g is homeomorphic to lim(g l[l/2.,1]., precisely' aa in Theorem 5 of 
Chapter IV. So lim g is bome0110rphic to the union of a topological ra;r 
Sl 
R Uld a continua If ao tlaat B and JI are disjoint, R ia cleuse in 
If and 1I ia homeomorphic to l1m g. Bart, recall that. the only' non-
degenerate compact aubcontinuUJR ot a ray- ia an arc. So it JI ia a 
c011pact suboontinuu of 1im g and H is contained in a rq in 1111 g, 
ti ia an aro. Since lim g ia COllpaot, each subcontinuum ot lim g ia 
c011pact and ao it H is a non-degenerate nbcontillumn ot l.1Jn g and B 
ia not a arc, R is not contained in a rq in 11a I• 
•ote that T and g co•ute. It x is a point in [ 1 - 2-n, 
l - 2-n-l], then T(z) ia in [1 - 2-n-l, 1 - 2-n-21. On [l - 2-•, 
1 - 2-n-l], g is afi.:rr-n and on [l - 2-•-l, l - 2-n-2], g ia 
r'+ln-n-l. So g!(x) • T11•1n-n-~(x) • , 11• 1n-11(x) • Tg(x). Cl.earq 
the map h from lim g into lim g de.thed bJ' h(p) • (TP1(p), TP2(p), ••• ) 
ia a homecaorphi• which leaves (1,1,1, ••• ) t1nd • .la ill the pr~ ot 
Theorem Sot Chapter IV, t.he aet R of all points ot l.illlt g with BOIII 
coordinates leaa than l/2 ia a rq, and the rest ia hOMoaorphio to 
lia g, aa remarked before. Suppose R ia a non-degen.erate proper aub-
c011tinu1111 ot U. g which ia not an arc. Bi tiler B interaeota R or H 
does not. If H intersects R , R 1a clearq homeomorphic to 11m g 
since B ia not cntained ill R and·theretore H ia onIT 11a g less 
a halt-open arc beginning the ra7 R , and a alight displacement alone R 
gives H is h011119oaorphic to lim g • Suppose H does not intersect R • 
Then. there is a first integer n 80 that h-n (I) intersects R • Since 
R is not an arc, h-11(H) ia not contained in ll and 80 . h-n(R) is 
homeomorphic to lia g. Since h ia a homeomorphi•, H 1• homeomorphic 
to lill I. 
seem. 
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The next tm1111Pl• shaw■ that things are not alw871!1 what the7 might 
Example S. If M is a non-degenerate compact continuous CUl"T'e., 
there is a continuous .function g .from X onto X whose inverse l.ind.t 
is a chainable indeo011posable continuum. 
81.nce M is normal and connected there is a continuous function 
t from X onto [O.,l]. Lat a be •DT point ao that f(a) • 0 and b 
•DT point so that f(b) • 1. By a standard theorem there is a continuous 
-
.function T2 f'rom [l/6., 2/6] onto M and a continuous .function TS 
f'rom [L/6., 5/6] onto M • Wow either T2(1/6) ia a or there is an 
arc °l. from a to T2(1/6) contained in M. In either ca■e there 
is a continuous function T1 f'rom [O., 1/6] into M so that T1(o) • a 
and T1(1/6) • T2(1/6). Similarl.7 there are continuou functions T3., 
T4 and T6 .from [2/6., .3/6]., [.3/6., 4/6]., and [5/b, l]., respectivel.7., 
into M so that T._3'2/6) • T2(2/6) , T3'3/6) • b ., T4(3/6) • b , 
T4(4/6) • Ts(b/6), T6(S/6) • T,;(S/6) and T6(1) • a • Define T to be 
the continuous function f'rom. [O.,l] onto X so that Tl [(n-1/6, (n/6)] 
is T for n•l.,2,3,h.,S,6. Now define g to be Tf. The function g is 
n 
continuous from X onto M. By Coroll.ar;y 9 ot Chapter lI, the inverse lill1t 
of g 1• homeomorphic to the inverse limit of f't. How :t'l is continuous., 
ff(O) • t(a) • o., f't(l/2) • f(b) • 1 and fT(l) • f(a) • 0 and the inverse 
lill11t of ff is a chainable indecomposable continuum b7 Theorem 2 
of Chapter IV. 
So although one gets ohainable continua out of inverse limite on 
chainable compact continua, it is b7 no means necesaarr to take chainable 
continua to get a ohainable inverse limit. 
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On the very unlikeq chance that one now believes that inverse 
lillits alway-a are chainable, examples of non-chainable indecomposable 
inverse l.1mit continua will now be given. It is, of course, necess&r7 
to know that an n - od is not chainable for any- positive integer n 
greater than 2 • A continuUM M will be said to be an n - od itt 
:M contains a point p and a sequence ot area A1, A2, ••• , An so 
that :M is ~.1A1 and Ai n Aj is p for i not j. 
Example 6. For each integer n greater than 2 there is a con-
tinuous function from an n. -od onto itself whose inverse limit is inde-
composable and contains an n-od. 
Suppose n is greater than 2 and M is an n-od. Denote the 
~ an111• ot M as .&.1, A2 , ••• , J.n and the point at which these arcs 
meet denote as p. Suppose f is a continuous transformation from M 
onto K so that f leaves p .fixed and for each integer m less than 
n, t(A•) • Am U Am+l, and f(An) • An u 'i. Then r2(A1) 
• Ai U A2 U A.3 , t 3(-'J.) • Al u A2 U J..3 U A4 , etc., and fl("J_) • K • 
Suppose ~ and K2 are proper subcontinua of lim f so that Xi U ~ 
• 11m f • ror each positive integer k , Pk(Hi_) U Pk(M2) is M , 
since f is onto. It must be that for one of "i and ~, for each 
positive integer k , Pk(M1 ) contains one of the arcs Aj • But then 
for each positin integer k , Pk(:Mi) is hk+n(:Mi) which ia M , and 
ao Mi ia l.illl r. So lim r is indecomposable. 
Clear~ f might have been chosen ao that there are au.bares B1, 
B2, ••• , Bn of 'i_, A2, ••• , An respective~, each containing p ao 
that r is 1-1 .t'rom each Bi onto Ai. It ia not ditf'icult to see 
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that r r.estricted to the set t'1.1B1 is an into hom.eomorphin, and that 
lim .f contains a homeomorphic image or the n-od. ~-lBi • 
The following conjecture is ottered principall7 becaue it was 
ver,- difficult to find a counter-example. It is conjectured that a'q 
piece-wise linear map of the unit square onto itself has a decomposable 
inveree l.illit. An unsuoceesf'ul. search tor a nice •P or the unit square 
onto itself with an indecomposable inwrse limit led to Eumple 5 • .Another 
problem suggested b;r some or the preceding work is to find some topolog-
icall7 different indecomposable inverse limits of single functions from 
[O, 1] into [O, l] • 
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